The technologies demonstrated by the Flexible, Lightweight, Agile, Guided Experiment (FLAGE) Program and previous ERINT Programs were utilized by the ERINT-1 Program. The performance of the missile is increased to provide intercept capability at higher altitudes and longer ranges than was previously demonstrated by FLAGE. The missile components are redesigned in order to provide packaging commensurate with the small, lightweight, agile missile concept while increasing missile performance. This paper discusses the design, operation, and capability of each of the missile subsystems and those elements of the Launch Control System which have been developed for the Flight Test Program.
Program Overview
The ERINT-1 Program is sponsored by the U. S. Army Strategic Defense Command. The objective of the Extended Range Interceptor (ERINT-1) Program is to develop and demonstrate a prototype missile and launch control system for tactical missile (TM) defense.
The missile and launch control system is compatible with the fire control radars, the command and control systems, and the antiaircraft missile systems currently existing and those planned for the contingency theater in the 1990's. The Flight Test Program will demonstrate missile ballistic and maneuvering tactical missiles and air-breathing targets in a flight test program at the White Sands Missile Range.
The decisive advantage that the ERINT-1 missile offers for TM defense is guidance accuracy and system response sufficient to effect body-tobody impact for hard kill of TM warheads. The requirements to achieve hit-to-kill of TM targets flows down to all aspects of the missile system design.
The combination of these features is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Achieving a high probability of warhead kill imposes design irements for an accurate seeker, an agile missive airframe, and effective maneuvering system This piper is declared a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States. and a high speed missile.
Specifically, the missile must have a maneuvering system capable of instantaneous response to information gathered through the seeker's highly accurate tracking mode in order to reduce homing errors. Additionally, hard kill of the most severe threat warheads requires that the maximum kinetic be delivered on the threat warhead.
The seeker must accurately map the entire target to identify an aimpoint on the warhead section.
The unique combination of technologies in the ERINT-1 Design allows this refinement of the aimpoint, thus maximizing the kinetic energy impact on the warhead to assure hard kill. Following launch, the missile is inertially guided to the target acquisition point. During this flyout phase, the missile uses the aerodynamic control surfaces for pitch, roll, and yaw control.
FAST MISSILE RESPONSE
Target position updates may occur (as required) during this phase. Prior to target acquisition, the radome cover is ejected and the radar antenna is pointed to center the combined target error volume in the center of the seeker field of view. After the target is acquired, the guidance process begins using the radar seeker data for homing phase guidance and small, solid propellant attitude control motors for pitch and yaw control.
Prior to target intercept, the Lethality Enhancer is fired based on the seeker range information. The missile will operate in the low to mid-endoatmospheric region and will be effective in fog, rain, snow and the anticipated counter-measure environments. A cross section of the ERINT-1 ACM is also illustrated in Figure 6 . The propellant for the ERINT-1 ACM is the same as the FLAGE ACM, but the amount is increased and the motor case is graphite/epoxy instead of titanium to reduce motor weight and production costs.
The motor is fabricated by casting the propellant in an aluminum motor cone and winding the graphite/epoxy composite around the motor cone. 
Motor Firing Circuit
The Motor Firing Circuit (MFC) provides firing current to the ACMs in response to the digital level signal originating in the Guidance Processor Unit (GPU).
The MFC consists of a circuit card mounted on the aft bulkhead of the ACS and a flex circuit which is wrapped around the inner core of the ACS. The dual pins located on each ACM initiator connect with the flexprint circuit via a dual socket at each ACM location. • DISPENSES EXPANDING PATTERN OF -FRAGMENTS
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FEATURES;
• LENGTH -127 mm {W> IN.)
• WEIGHT -11.1 kg {24.5 LB)
• A high mass fraction SRM. using a graphite/epoxy component case providing high Performance 9 and low weight, has been selected for ERINT-1. The SRM, as shown in Figure 9 , is 255 mm In diameter and has integral fin attachment lugs and integral forward and aft skirts.
• Provides roll control In all phases
FIGURE 10. AERODYNAMIC MANEUVERING SYSTEM Target Data Uplink
The Target Data Uplink (TDU) system is integrally packaged with the AMS electronics and consists of an antenna receiver, as shown in Figure 11 . The antenna-receiver receives uplink messages providing inflight target data over an RF link and provides signal conditioning and demodulation.
Resultant data and timing is supplied to the missile guidance processor. Downlink capability from the missile to the ground is not required for missile operation. 
Ground Station Computer Program (GSCP) in the GSU
Fire Control Computer
The Fire Control Computer (FCC) processes the target tracking data from the fire control radars through the WSMR interfaces and transfers the target parameters to the missile GPU before launch. After launch the target continues to be tracked and the data is processed by the FCC to produce an update if needed. The FCC will process both WSMR track data as well as operational radar track data. The FCC communicates with the LCU to control the launch timeline and with the GSU to transmit an update.
The FCC for the ERINT-1 missions is a VME based computer system. The VME backplane contains two CPU boards, one to accept target track data from fire control radars and WSMR radars (I/O CPU Board), and one to calculate the intercept solution and control the mission logic and time line.
The radar interface consist of eight synchrous 2400 BAUD RS-232 interfaces. The interface to the LCU is over an RS-232 link. The interface with the GSU is fiber optic. The FCC will communicate with the Missile/GPU by transmitting via the RS-232 link to the LCU, then the LCU transmits the message via the 1553B bus to the missile GPU.
The software for the FCC is the FCCP. The major functions of the FCCP are to accept and filter target track data, compute the intercept solution, calculate the target parameters and transmit them to the missile, compute the TDU data and transmit the data to the GSU transmitter.
Ground Station Unit
The ERINT-1 missile is designed to operate at typical tactical missile intercept altitudes. The target parameters preloaded into the missile prior to launch are based on data from the LUCS, which estimates the target states and projects them ahead in time to the predicted intercept point. On high altitude missions or in maneuvering target engagement, significant differences between the true trajectory states and the projected trajectory states can occur.
The reduces the probability of target acquisition by the missile Radar Seeker or causes large homing guidance maneuvers.
The ERINT-1 system avoids this situation by continuing to track and filter the target data with the FCC after the ERINT-1 missile is launched.
The GSU, in conjunction with the TDU, form the uplink capability needed for high altitude or maneuvering target intercepts.
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